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Abstract 

  

We prove that a right self right perfect algebra which is at most countable 

dimensional modulo their Jacobson radical is right artinian. 
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1. Introduction 

 

In this note we present a proof for algebra R over a field K which is at most countable 

dimensional modulo their Jacobson radical i.e. R/Rad(R) is at most 0Ν  

This includes for example the important situation when R/ RadR is not only 

semisimple but also finite dimensional'  

Let R be a ring with identity and RadR is its Jacobson radical. If R is right perfect (i.e. 

R/ RadR is semisimple and RadR is left T-nilpotent) then   
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R/ RadR is semisimple and hence (R/RadR)R and  R(R/ RadR) are semisimple right 

and left R-module.  

Note that since R/RadR is semisimple then an R-module M is semisimple iff it is 

cancelled by RadR.  Indeed every simple is cancelled by RadR and if RadM=0 then 

M has R/RadR –module structure which is semisimple ,therefore M is semisimple as 

the lattice of R-submodules and R/RadR sub-modules coincide in this case. 

 (R/RadR)R is semisimple and finitely generated, so it has a composition series 

  

i.e.                           nn JJJJJJ /...// 1322 −⊂⊂⊂                  

 

  is semisimple for all k.                          is of length n-1 where each 1/ +kk JJ 

Note that if R is right self injective then each decomposable (eR) has simple socle.  

Indeed if we have a nontrivial decomposition of the       NMeRsocle ⊕=)(  

Then we can find E (M) and E (N) injective hulls of M, N contained in eR  and we 

obtain   

eR= E(M) + E(N)  nontrivial decomposition that is a contradiction. 

Note also that if R is right self injective right perfect then for each simple  

Right R-module, the left module Hom(S, R) is simple. 

First Hom (S, R) is non zero. Looking for the isomorphism types of indecomposable 

modules eR, these are projective, local and the cover of some simple R-module.  

 The number of isomorphism types of such modules equals the number of 

isomorphism types of simple modules equal t, say.  

Moreover since the indecomposable eR's also injective with simple socle we see that 

they are isomorphic if and only if their socle isomorphic. This shows that the distinct 

types of isomorphism of simples  occurring as socle of some eR is also t, and so each 

simple S must appears as a socle of some eR( i.e. it embeds in R) this shows that   

0),( ≠RSHom , for each simple R-modules S. If ),(, RSHomgf ∈   and   

 

thenf ,0≠         RSf →:               

 

Is a monomorphism and since RR is injective then there is some RRh →:   

Such that gfh =o   .If xcxf =)(  Rx ∈∀  we get )().( xgcxf =  i.e. gcf =. in 

),( RSHom ,this shows that ),( RSHom is generated by 0≠f so it is simple. 

In particular since each simple module embeds in R which is right self injective, it 

follows that R is injective cogenerator in the category of right R-module, i.e. it is a 

right PF (Pseudo- Frobonius) ring. 
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2. Main Results 

 

Let s be a set of representatives' for simple right R-modules and let t=|s| and

sK
SRadRR ⊕=/ . Let W= socle (RR ) be the right socle of R so W is an R-sub-

bimodule of R. 

Since each indecomposable module (R e) has simple socle, we have  

Length (W) equals the number of terms in the indecomposable decomposition   

Re
S

R ⊕=  which equals length (R/RadR) R, since each  

Indecomposable (Re) is local  

Let    sP
SW ⊕=   we have   ∑∑

∈∈

=
sS

s

sS

s KP  

Proposition 1 

Let R be a right self injective right perfect ring then the set });,({ sSRSHom ∈ is a set 

of representatives for simple left R-modules. 

In particular ),( RSHom  and ),( RTHom  are nonisomorphic for nonisomorphic, 

RTS ∈,  

Proof 

Since R is right self injective the monomorphism  

RW →→0  ,            gives rise to the epimorphism 

0).(),( →→ RWHomRRHom  

Note that 

),(),( RSHomRWHom ⊕=  

Since   sSRSHom ∈∀≠ 0),( , we have 

sP
RSHomRWHom ),(),( ⊕= , 

has length equal to the length ∑
∈

=
sS

s
PW = RRadRRlength )/(  

By classical Wedderburn –Artin Theorem: 

)/()/( RadRRlengthRadRRlength RR =  

Since    ),( RWHom   is semisimple, the kernel of       ),( RWHomR →   

Contains RadR  and therefore since  

),()/( RWHomlengthRadRRlength RR = , 

we obtain  ),(/ RWHomRadRR ≅   as left R-module    . 

This shows that all types of isomorphism of simple left R-modules are found among 

components of ),( RWHom  and the statement is proved   
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Note: we note that the above proof further shows that there is an exact sequence of 

left R-modules  

                       0),(0 →→→→ RWHomRRadR  

This means that  

RadRrWsuchthatRr ==∈ }0,,{ . That is  RadRWann R =)(  

This shows that W is also semisimple as a left R-module , i.e. the right socle of R is 

contained in the left socle, and hence the left and the right socle or the right PF ring 

coincide. 

For a right R-module M, denote  ),( RMHomM =∗  this is a left R-module. 

Proposition 2 

Let R be a right injective ring and let M be a right R-module such that there is an 

exact sequence  

            00
)(

→→→→
α

RRR LMS  

With S, L simple modules and assume S= socle (M), 
)(α

RL denote the coproduct of α 

copies of LR . Then ∗M is local left R-module with unique maximal ideal  

}0|);,({ ≠∈=⊥

SfRMHomfS  

 Which is semisimple isomorphic to )(
)(

α∗

RL  

Proof 

Since    

            00
)(

→→→→
α

RRR LMS  
  is an exact sequence, so we get the exact sequence,              

        0),(),(),(0 )( →→→→ RSHomRMHomRLHom
α  

 That is 

             0)(0 →→→→ ∗∗∗
SML

α  

The kernel of the morphism 

          ),(),( RSHomSRMHomM = →= ∗∗
∗γ

 

       Is         ⊥=≠∈ SfRMHomf S }0|);,({  

Hence   α)( ∗⊥ ≅ LS   which is left semisimple module since it is cancelled by

RadR .   

                                                                                                                           

Now since M has simple socle, and its socle embeds in R which is injective it follows 

that M embeds in R. We note that ∗M is generated by any ⊥∉ Sf  which will show  
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that ∗M  is cyclic. Indeed such f  must be a monomorphism and given any other

RMh →: . 

By injectivity of  RR  there is ),( RRHomg ∈  such that hfg =o . If cxxg =)(  

for Rc ∈ then we have fch .=  in ∗M .This shows that ∗= MRf .. which shows that  

⊥S   is the only maximal submodules of the cyclic left R-module ∗M ,that ends of the 

proof. 

Note that the fact that ∗M is local can also be proved by embedding M in some 

indecomposable (eR) for an indecomposable idempotent e, and then, by applying the 

exact functor ),( RHom −  one obtain an epimorphism   

∗→= MeRReRHom ),( , and so ∗M is local because eR  is. 

 Let α be the largest cardinality for which there is a right R-module M with simple 

socle and such that    αLMsocleM ≅))(/(   for some simple module L. 

Such cardinality exists, since any such module is contained in R because R is 

injective. In fact if  1W  is the second socle of R, then )./( 2 WWlength≤α we 

note that if α  is infinite this is an equality . 

Indeed if for each simple modules S, L we denote by  

]:)/)([(, LSSELS =α -the multiplicity of L in the second socle of the injective 

hull E(S) of S, then )(max ,, LSLS αα = . 

 

Therefore ∑
∈

=≤≤
SLS

LS n
,

, αααα if α is infinite. 

We note also that if k∑ is the k' th socle then the α≤− )/( 1kk WWlength  ; this 

follows by induction on k. 

If this is true for k , then there is an embedding    
 

1/ −kk WW ↪
)(αR  

And therefore we have                     

αααα =×=≤+

)(

011 )/()/( WWlengthWWlength kk
,  

since   α is infinite cardinal. So we have the following theorem: 

 

 

Theorem 

Let R be a right self injective right perfect algebra such that the dimension of each 

simple R-module is at most countable (equivalently the dimension of RadRR /  is at 

most countable) hence R is countable, and hence right artinian 
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Proof 

With the above notation, assume α is infinite. The length of each 1/ −kk WW  is at most 

α, so since the dimension of each simple is at most 0ℵ , its dimension is at most 0ℵ , × 

α = α (since α is infinite). 

Thus the dimension of R is at most α, and so it equals α (since α=)/( 01 WWlength  ). 

On the other hand, by proposition (2.2) there is a local left R-module ∗M , with socle 
αL for some simple L . 

Note that αα 2)dim( ≥L and that there is an epimorphism ∗→ MR  

So   α2)dim( ≥R , this is a contradiction. 

By the result of Lawrence [3] R is right self injective countably generated algebra 

over a field so it is quasi -frobenius and hence right artinian. 
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